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Technical Article 
           

                                

Debunking the Myth:  

The MM Panhard Bar is superior to a Proper Watts Link? 

I hate to speak ill of other company’s products and statements but, glaringly wrong untruths mean I have 

to speak up, as I hate to see racer’s misled and waste money. Most of the article posted on a particular 

company’s website claiming superiority of their Panhard Bar design over a Watts link seems like drivel to 

justify the lack of product reach the cheaper option company has, while appealing to the newbies and low 

information masses. Either that or they really are sophomoric in their understanding of vehicle dynamics. 

Maybe both?  

Specific points. Some true, some not:  

1) They state: "The S197 Mustang was designed by Ford with a Panhard Bar located at about the same 

height as the MM Panhard Bar for the Fox/SN95 chassis." NOT TRUE. The OE Panhard Bar on S197 

Mustangs is close to an inch below center of axle at ride height, which is about 11-12 inches depending on 

tire size. Every MM Panhard bar we have ever seen on a fox or SN95 was really low, at or below the shock 

attachment point on the axle for about a 5-6 inch roll center height. This is a huge difference in roll axis 

positioning. Was statement a mistake? I remember when MM first made their design with the main 

selling point that it fits all exhaust systems. No mention of roll center. The buzz in the media for Fox body 

chassis mods at the time was “You got to have a Panhard bar.” (Griggs Racing was still located in San Luis 

Obispo at the time and, MM brought a car by our shop to proudly show off the prototype to me).  

2) They state: “Late-model Mustangs handle better when the rear roll center is lowered from the stock 

location, near the top of the differential cover. Why? Here's the really short explanation of a very technical 

subject: compared to a lower roll center, a higher roll center causes more jacking forces, which raises the 

center of gravity height, which increases lateral weight transfer, which transfers weight from the inside tire 

to the outside tire, which reduces overall cornering grip.” THIS IS A HALF TRUTH. What they fail to say is 

too low is just as bad as too high. It is sophomoric to simply state that a low roll center is better than a 

high roll center. What is accurate would be to state that the roll center height needs to be correct, neither 

too high, nor too low for the specific car and loads being generated.  

3) Some of the article is accurate, such as regards lateral movement not being detrimental. HOWEVER as 

was mentioned by others here, minimal roll center migration height IS the primary reason for axle 

mounted Watts superiority over Panhard but, as it is with SLA superiority to struts but, but they did not 

mention this.  (Chassis mounted Watts suffer greater RC migration than Panhard so it is inferior to both).  

4) Also accurate is cost, and exhaust fitment. First, you get what you pay for. Second S197s have no 

exhaust fitment issues with our Watts link. Vintage and Fox/Sn95 models do require custom exhaust 

work to fit tail pipes. But customers of these genres of Mustangs that land at our door are seeking the 

very best in uncompromising performance, and they understand the priority of design is chassis first, and 

exhaust like all plumbing must be laid out around the chassis. And many of these customers simply use 

side exit or dumps.  
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ERRORS of OMISSION they fail to state:  

5) When axle mounted, the pivot center of a Watts link bell crank is the roll center. On a Panhard Bar, the 

center of the Bar, between pivots is the roll center. If the PB is attached to the chassis on the left side and 

the axle on the right, then due to body roll, the roll center rises when the car turns left, and drops when 

the car turns right. So chassis balance and transitional balance is different between left turns and right 

turns, where as in the Watts link it is constant maintaining the same balance turning left or right.  

6) Adjustability of roll center is a primary chassis tuning provision, which is why NASCAR stock cars now 

have an adjustment provision where the driver can raise or lower the Panhard Bar (track-bar) while on 

track. (NASCAR rules do not allow Watts links). Most of our Watts links have a provision for a four inch 

range of roll center height adjustment, facilitating chassis balance adjustments simply and relatively 

quickly, while affecting both left and right turns the same. Easier to adjust than an antiroll bar, and does 

not require re-neutralizing the bar after adjusting. Much better for road racing. MM Panhard has no 

height adjustment.  

7) Roll resistance is the combined factors of roll center height, spring rates at the wheel (wheel rate) and 

Anti-roll bar rate if fitted. Increase any one of factor at one end of the car, and you have to decrease one or 

both of the other factors to maintain the same balance between understeer and oversteer. However, each 

factor has other affects. Stiffer bars and/or springs make the car less compliant on bumps and berms 

which can upset the car and/or punish the tires. Too high a roll center means springs and bars too soft 

that may permit too much travel, bottoming or other excess travel related issue such as maintaining 

downforce. So the CORRECT or OPTIMAL rear roll center height is something that needs to be adjustable 

along with springs and bars if necessary to properly tune the chassis to ambient conditions of car and 

track. So, how does a non-adjustable very low Panhard Bar offer all the tuning capability and stability of 

an adjustable Watts? It simply cannot.  

8) Regarding the racer they cite as improving performance by changing from a Watts to a P/bar to lower 

the roll center simply tells us that for the conditions, tires, power, and other setup factors, either the 

Watts was not axle mounted and/or had inadequate range of adjustment, or another factor of roll 

stiffness was in play, such as too stiff springs, anti-roll bar, or there was inherent roll bind. Lowering his 

watts link would have had the same effect, and still maintained the other advantages over the Panhard 

Bar discussed above. 

9) They mention Trans Am cars. But this is apples and oranges. I worked with Trans- Am cars before MM 

existed, when many designers were mounting a watts bell crank under the 9 inch housing for about a 4-5 

inch roll center. These were cars with much wider track and lower CG than your typical unit-body 

Mustang, and many had considerable down force, and ran on bias ply tires with less lateral and 

transitional grip than many of today’s DOT R and A compound radials. Lower CG and less grip means 

lower roll center needed. Most of these cars were produced by designers that thought a low front roll 

center was preferable with very stiff front and rear springs and bars, due to the low roll center and very 

little if any anti-dive. Reason: Low roll centers were used with stiff springs and bars to minimize body roll 

and pitch to maintain the air gap under the splitter and belly pan to maximize the down force that they 

spent a fortune on in wind tunnel time to achieve. A 1/4” change is a huge difference in down force. The 

stiff springs and bars made the cars skittish on bumps and they consumed tires. We were able to improve 

performance on some of these cars at many tracks by relocating the Watts to behind the housing and 

mounting it higher and adjustable, raising the front roll center by relocating control arms and softening 

springs. We also added more digression to rebound damping curves and adding more anti-dive to control 

braking pitch to maintain aero. Rougher surfaces could then be taken at greater speed and driver ease 
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while maintaining chassis and aero balance. Same idea is true with our Mustangs but the numbers and 

proportions are all different.  

In conclusion: It is not just simplistic and sophomoric for a company to state that a low roll center is 

better than a high roll center to justify the sale of existing product design. It is deceitful and wrong. What 

is accurate to state is that the roll center height needs to be correct, neither too high, nor too low for the 

specific car and loads being generated, which vary. 

 

Original Text of MM’s Article on their website: 

Busting the Myth of the Watts Link  

Real-world testing puts theory into perspective.  

Advocates of the Watts Link base their arguments of superiority on theory rather than testing. What 

happens in the real world reveals the true story about the Panhard Bar vs. Watts Link debate for the late-

model Mustang.  

Why do people claim a Watts Link is better than a Panhard Bar? The bell-crank and link system of a 

Watts Link keeps a car's chassis centered over the axle as the suspension moves the chassis up and down, 

whereas the arc of the Panhard Bar's movement shifts the chassis sideways during that process. While 

those are the facts, they're not the whole story.  

What's wrong with sideways movement of the chassis? When the rear of the chassis moves sideways 

relative to the tire footprint, it causes the car to point in a different direction than where the driver is 

steering. To get the car pointed back in the direction the driver intends, he or she must correct course by 

steering the front tires. The "rear steer effect" can make the car feel unstable and unpredictable. While 

that is an undesirable situation, the Watts Link folks ignore key factors that make this slight sideways 

movement unimportant when considering the big picture for late-model Mustang handling. Read on for 

details!  

How much sideways movement does the Panhard Bar cause? The arc of the MM Panhard Bar causes 

a maximum lateral movement of 0.17" on a Fox/SN95 Mustang. This maximum occurs only when the 

body rolls all the way to full bump or full droop. This much suspension travel very rarely occurs during 

hard cornering. More typically, suspension travel is less than 2". The arc of the MM Panhard Bar at 2" of 

travel causes only 0.050" of lateral movement of the chassis relative to the axle. Even when more extreme 

cornering loads cause 2.5" of travel, there is still just 0.079" of lateral movement. During normal street 

driving, when it's more typical for suspension travel to be 1", the resulting lateral movement is a 

minuscule 0.010". These dimensions are small enough to be irrelevant.  

Why is the sideways movement caused by the Panhard Bar irrelevant? We know it's a little 

confusing, but here's a more complete explanation: It's not that the arc itself is irrelevant, or that the 

lateral movement it causes is irrelevant. The takeaway here is that the amount of movement is absurdly 

small. That's what makes it irrelevant.  

I'm a perfectionist; why not eliminate even 0.050" of movement? Out in the real world, tire sidewall 

deflection has a much greater impact on your Mustang's handling during hard cornering. The sidewall 

flexes far more than you might think, and that affects handling much, much more than 0.050" does.  
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Here's what happens: while you're driving straight the tire tread is planted on the ground. As you steer 

into a corner the tread remains on the ground, but sideways loading forces the chassis, the axle assembly 

(because the Panhard Bar firmly connects the two), and the wheel toward the outside of the corner. The 

tire sidewall flexes uncontrollably when the wheel gets heavily loaded at that point, allowing significant 

sideways movement of the wheel/axle/chassis. That movement is enough to make meaningless the effect 

of the tiny 0.050" shift. A Mustang with a Watts Link suffers from the exact same sidewall deflection.  

How much does the sidewall flex and distort the tire? During hard cornering, the tire sidewall 

deflection will cause the wheel/axle/chassis to move as much as 2" sideways relative to the tire footprint 

(and also depending on what equipment you have installed on your Mustang). That 2" is huge when 

compared to the 0.050" movement caused by the MM Panhard Bar arc.  

How do you know the tire flexes that much? Because we've seen it happen! Now you can see it, too, in 

this undercar video.  

Since the tiny amount of lateral movement is irrelevant, and now that I understand the impact of 

sidewall flex, are there other reasons to choose a Panhard Bar instead of a Watts Link for my 

Mustang? Yes! In the specific case of the late model Mustang, there are several reasons why we 

recommend a Panhard Bar instead of a Watts Link.  

Roll Center Height Late-model Mustangs handle better when the rear roll center is lowered from the stock 

location, near the top of the differential cover. Why? Here's the really short explanation of a very 

technical subject: compared to a lower roll center, a higher roll center causes more jacking forces, which 

raises the center of gravity height, which increases lateral weight transfer, which transfers weight from 

the inside tire to the outside tire, which reduces overall cornering grip.  

With a Panhard Bar the roll center is located at the height of the rod. The MM Panhard Bar for Fox/SN95 

Mustangs lowers the rear roll center about 9" from the stock height to just below the rear differential 

cover. The roll center of a Mustang Watts Link isn't nearly that low because it's at the pivot of the bell-

crank. The bell-crank pivot can never be placed as low as the MM Panhard rod because the lower part of a 

Watts Link assembly hangs far below the bell-crank pivot. To maintain adequate ground clearance for the 

Watts Link assembly the bell-crank pivot must be placed far above the MM Panhard Bar height, resulting 

in a much higher roll center--and less cornering grip. 

Watts Link advocates often point to the many purpose-built tube frame race cars (IMSA and Trans Am, 

for example) that were equipped with a Watts Link. However, they ignore that since the 1980s those 

racecars have used Watts Links in what's called a "lay-down" design. The bell-crank pivot is mounted 

vertically to the bottom of the differential, with the bell-crank swiveling in the horizontal plane 

underneath it, placing the roll center very low. Those racers know that having a lower roll center is 

critical for best handling. However, this design is difficult to build for the Mustang 8.8" cast-iron center 

section, and extremely problematic for a street-driven Mustang because it would significantly reduce 

ground clearance.  

Note: The S197 Mustang was designed by Ford with a Panhard Bar located at about the same height as 

the MM Panhard Bar for the Fox/SN95 chassis.  

Fitment The MM Panhard Bar offers much better clearance for tailpipe routing than a Watts Link. That 

affects most of our customers, as few Mustang owners will put up with dumps or the expense of custom-

built tailpipes. The MM Panhard Bar is designed around the factory tailpipe routing, making it much 

easier and more practical to install.  
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Some Watts Links for Fox/SN95 Mustangs also require extensive (and expensive) modifications to the 

spare tire well in the floor pan, which is far beyond what most people with street-driven Mustangs would 

consider doing.  

Price The MM Panhard Bar is much less expensive than any Watts Link on the market for the Fox/SN95 

Mustang.  

Winning racers agree! Maximum Motorsports is not the only proponent of a Panhard Bar over a Watts 

Link. SCCA autocross C/Prepared National Champion Mike Maier recently dominated the class and won 

by over one second in his Fox Mustang. What's his secret? Maier discovered that the handling problem he 

had been fighting for years, which he thought was caused by never getting the shock adjustment quite 

right, actually came from the high roll center of his Watts Link. He switched to a Panhard Bar and 

instantly solved his Mustang's handling problem, leading straight to his dominating win of the C/P 

National Championship.  

Myth Busted! We hope it's clear to you now that the MM Panhard Bar provides obvious advantages over 

a Watts Link for your late-model Mustang. Here at MM, we're all about using engineering and real-world 

testing to inform our customers about the smartest choices they can make for their Mustangs.  

Let's recap the two big lessons we've learned here today dispelling the notion that a Watt's Link is 

superior for the Mustang:  

• The lateral movement from the Panhard rod's arc is so small it's irrelevant.  

• Tire sidewall flex far overshadows the effect of even that tiny movement.  

 

And here are the biggest reasons an MM Panhard Bar is a better choice for your Mustang than a Watts 

Link:  

• More rear cornering grip due to a lower roll center  

• Better fitment with tailpipes  

• Lower cost  

 

Thanks for reading. If you have any further questions on this topic, let us know. If not, pick up an MM 

Panhard Bar today!  

For more information see our MM Mustang Panhard Bar Tech page.  

 

END OF MM POST 


